
Graphene properties
One hundred times stronger than steel and 
approximately four times lighter.
Lowest electrical resistance at room 
temperature, lower than copper and silver.
An exceptionally high thermal conductivity of 
approximately 5300 W/m•K, the highest ever 
known.
Far infrared emissivity up to 0.97, which is 
close to the theoretical limit 1.

Properties of Graphene Textile
Far infrared heating and thermal retention 
The far infrared emissivity is up to 0.90 on 
textile, which can efficiently recycle body heat 
energy to achieve warming.
Highly efficient heat conduction 
Conduct heat quickly, making body heat 
homogenized.
Conductivity
The resistance of direct printing on cloth is less 
than 500Ω, which can be used for sensing or 
signal transmission.
Smart thermal
Clothes with graphene-coating can be 
versatilly used due to the interchangeable 
feature of one side acting as warmth retention, 
when reservered, it will become quick dry.

Application of Graphene on Textile



Product Specifications

Graphene Textile Products
Graphene printed fabric, graphene yarn, graphene coated yarn, graphene masterbatch, 
graphene fiber, graphene lamination, graphene printed film and graphene thermal 
clothing.
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Products Item # Specifications

Graphene 
Powder

P-PG20 <5nm

Graphene 
Suspension

(Textile 
Special)

S-MK15
Organic-Based

Solid content: 25%

S-WB30
Water-Based

Solid content: 5%



Features of Graphene Textile
Far Infrared Heating
Not only does graphene just absorb heat from 
human body or light from the surroundings, it 
can also release the heat back in far infrared 
radiation bands.

    w/o Graphene          w/ Graphene

Graphene heating results on different types of cloth
Heat conducted on a graphene printed cloth

                 w/o Graphene          w/ Graphene

After 10 minutes of far infrared radiation, the 

temperature of the cloth with graphene is 7.9℃ 

higher.

Polyester Single Jersey

Left: w/o Graphene    //    Right: w/ Graphene

Highly Efficient Heat Conduction
Graphene is by far the best thermal 
conductive material ever tested, showing 
remarkable heat distribution on the human 
body.

     Nylon                Nylon              Polyester              Fiber
    (Black)               (Grey)                Fleece



SGS Japan: Light-absorbing Thermal Retention Test
(BQEA036-2011)

                   Report No.: TX51568/2019/LE

The Multiple Functions of Graphene Fabric
Graphene can also increase blood 
speed, blood flux and oxygen 
saturation of blood (SpO2) 
through far infrared radiation 
while the multiple functions 
including heat retention, anti-
static and intelligent temperature 
control are remained.

Body Heat

Far Infrared RadiationBlood Speed
Blood Flux
SpO2

      w/o Graphene       w/ Graphene

According to the test result from 

SGS Japan, temperature of the 

cloth with graphene is 5.6℃ 

higher.

Temperature ControlAnti-StaticHeat Retention
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